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ABSTRACT: The 1968 Mw7.2 Inangahua earthquake caused damage to many houses on
the West Coast of the South Island. During a study of the damage in Westport and
Greymouth, a microtremor survey was carried out to assess the local site conditions in
these towns. Employing the horizontal to vertical spectral ratio method to analyse
ambient ground vibration is a practical application of a non-invasive technique to obtain
site information relevant to seismic response. This paper reports the methodology used to
select recording sites, gather the microtremor data, process the data and interpret the
results. Comparison to results obtained at other locations in New Zealand indicates that
some caution is needed in utilising this method.
1 INTRODUCTION
It has been accepted for many years that buildings supported on differing soils suffer differing levels
of damage from earthquake shaking. In particular there is a contrast between buildings on soft soils
and on firm soil or rock. This is particularly the case for far-field shaking, and has generally been
attributed to amplification of the incoming motion by the soft soil, producing a greater microzoning
effect than for near field earthquakes. However, the details of this amplification are uncertain, with
large variations in amplification occurring at a given site from event to event.
A special extreme case occurs when an enclosed rocky basin is filled with soft soils, so that there is an
abrupt change in material stiffness at the rock/soil boundary. In these circumstances a single resonant
frequency is often observed at all points of the basin, a phenomenon known as whole-basin resonant
response. Such whole-basin resonant response can be associated with greater damage to structures,
and is consequently an important phenomenon to investigate. A particular case is that of damage to
buildings in Mexico City as a result of the 1985 Michoacán earthquake, where anomalous large
damage appears to have been associated with unexplained, late-arriving monochromatic energy.
Suggate and Wood (1979) carried out a preliminary investigation of damage to houses during the 1968
Inanagahua earthquake. This included a description and maps of the surface geology, which showed
variation of soil conditions within Westport (Figure 1). A later and more extensive study by Dowrick
et al (2003) of damage in this earthquake included details from the many insurance claims. Some
claims contained comments by the assessors that particular areas of a town appeared to suffer more
damage than other areas. The question arises whether this is a microzone effect which could be
detected by measurements before earthquake damage takes place.
This paper outlines the field investigation work for microtremor measurement and subsequent analysis
and interpretation undertaken to assess soil conditions in Westport. The objectives of the Westport
investigations were to record microtremors at many locations within the town and analyse and
interpret them by the Nakamura method in order to locate and characterise areas of resonant soil. This
could then be compared to damage patterns observed in the 1968 Inangahua earthquake. It is important
to be aware that not all damage variation is due to soil differences. Building structures have variation
in performance which lead to variation of damage level.
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2 MICROTREMOR METHOD
Microtremors are the continuous small amplitude vibrations of the ground which a seismograph
records in the absence of specific earthquakes. The use of microtremors to characterise soft soils has a
long history, commencing with the work of Omori in Japan in 1908, pursued vigorously by Kanai in
the 1950s and finally brought to apparent fruition by Nakamura (1989). The use of microtremors
found little favour outside Japan until Nakamura's work became available, largely because
microtremor amplitudes:
• Were found to vary greatly with time;
• Had unrealistically large amplitude differences between different soil types; and
• Did not always indicate site periods in their spectra.
In brief, Nakamura's approach (Nakamura, 1989) considered vertically propagating plane waves
trapped in a uniform surface layer. Multiple reflections of these waves between the top and bottom of
the layer give rise to resonances. Vertical resonant motion at the surface is due to trapped p-waves,
while horizontal resonant motion at the surface is due to trapped s-waves. Because p-waves travel
much faster than s-waves in recent sediments they will not be resonantly amplified at the s-wave
natural frequency of a layer, and can be taken as a proxy for non-amplified s-waves. It follows that the
ratio of the s-wave spectrum to the p-wave spectrum will have a character which shows the natural
frequency and amplification factor of the site, and that the ratio of the spectrum of horizontal motion
to the spectrum of vertical motion will behave in the same way. This latter ratio has been named the
quasi-spectral ratio and is also known as the Horizontal to Vertical Spectral Ratio (HVSR), and
sometimes referred to as the Nakamura ratio.
The technique has been applied in several areas around the world. Perhaps the most relevant work is
that of Ohmachi et al, (1991), in which the Nakamura method was applied to microtremors recorded in
the Marina district of San Francisco, the area which was severely damaged during the 1989 Loma
Prieta earthquake. By using the Nakamura technique to analyze microtremors it was possible to show
a strong correlation between the highly resonant sites identified using the Nakamura technique and the
areas most heavily damaged during the earthquake.
Later workers, e.g. Lachet and Bard (1994), acknowledge that microtremors are in reality a
manifestation of horizontally-propagating Rayleigh waves, and that the quasi-spectral ratio reflects the
elliptical particle orbits of these waves. The frequency at which the ellipse has greatest eccentricity,
with a horizontal major axis, is very close to the quarter-wave frequency of the soil layer.
Recent work (Stephenson, 2003) has established that a Nakamura spectrum which has a peak,
followed by a trough at roughly twice the frequency of the peak, is characteristic of a site which has a
layer of soil with a high Poisson ratio, which overlies other material with a much higher shear wave
velocity. Such a geological structure could lead to ground motion which is highly amplified and of
longer duration.
Because the method relies on assumptions, it has been tested both by field measurements in known
situations, and by computer modelling. The outcome of this testing is that there is now a general belief
that, for microtremor motions, the method will give an accurate value of the dominant period of
motion, and a rough estimate of the amplification factor applicable to low-to-moderate strength
seismic input, provided site conditions are simple.
3 MICROTREMOR USE IN NEW ZEALAND
Nakamura's method has been applied by GNS to a number of sites in New Zealand (Alfredton,
Timberlea, Miramar, Porirua, Dunedin, Wainuiomata and Parkway) and the results are readily
available. Other sites have been evaluated under contract but the results are less accessible. Our
experience with the applicability of the Nakamura Method agrees with those of other investigators in
that, if the site is resonant, the frequency of resonance can be predicted, but that the amount of
amplification is difficult to predict. In the case of Alfredton, the microtremor derived quasi-spectral
ratio indicated moderate broad-band amplification; stronger than was seen in recordings of
earthquakes.
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In the cases of Timberlea and Miramar, complex multiple resonances were indicated. In Parkway
(Wainuiomata) moderate resonant amplification was expected, but high amplifications were observed
during earthquakes. This was in contrast with the main Wainuiomata valley where the quasi spectral
ratio correctly predicted the extremely high amplifications which were observed. It appears that the
results from the Wainuiomata main valley were accurate because the site approximates an extended
soft layer over rock, whereas the Parkway gully is narrow and depth-varying. In the latter case, the
quasi spectral ratio may reflect a very local geometry whereas earthquakes would excite the basin as a
whole resulting in a different resonant character.
Results from Porirua emphasise the care which should be taken when considering quasi-spectral-ratios
which are unsupported by other data. The quasi-spectral ratio for Porirua was much the same as for
Alfredton and so on the basis of Nakamura's method alone, the earthquake responses of the two sites
could be expected to be similar. However, both these sites have been examined in detail, and their soilto-rock spectral ratios in small earthquakes are well known, as are the shear wave velocity profiles
below both sites. The Porirua site in fact has much the same small earthquake amplification as
Wainuiomata (extremely high amplification), albeit at a different frequency, and the Porirua
amplification factor and frequency were both accurately predicted beforehand by Stephenson et al
(1990) on the basis of geotechnical measurements.
The technique does appear to have limitations where the stratigraphy of a site lacks a clear interface
between the soft and firm layers, especially in the case of a shear wave velocity profile which
increases gradually with depth. The microtremors recorded at Alfredton, where there is such a shear
wave profile, yield a broad-band quasi-spectral ratio. This does not mean that amplification is not
expected. As energy propagates from the stiffer to the less stiff material, the wave amplitude should
increase. Such an increase occurs in Alfredton, as shown by the slightly greater amplitudes of motion
seen on soil compared with rock during earthquakes. Further work should show whether broad band
resonances are associated with velocities steadily increasing with depth.
Another possible limitation to the Nakamura technique is that a structure other than a basin can be
expected to resonate with a natural frequency for horizontal motion which is quite different from the
natural frequency for vertical motion. Examples are buildings, ridges and embankments. In such cases,
the quasi-spectral ratio can reveal the resonant character of the relevant object, though the identity and
extent of the object may not be obvious. Furthermore, such a resonant object could radiate seismic
waves, which in turn could have a dominant horizontal component so that the resonant character of a
building, for instance, could emerge in microtremor records made nearby. This effect, if not
recognized, can lead to ambiguous interpretations of microtremor recordings.
In general, we consider that the Nakamura method provides a reasonable estimate of the natural
frequency of a resonant site, and a rough estimate of the amplification, provided the local geology is
simple. We can add, however, that we are confident that the method will usually locate highly
resonant areas where a widespread uniform soft layer has an abrupt interface with firmer material.
The considerable variation in the type of HVSR plot observed throughout an area, even for closely
situated stations on the same type and depth of material, shows that much work is still needed in this
field. Anomalous HVSR obtained for some sites sounds a warning to those who would uncritically use
Nakamura’s method to characterize sites.
4 CASE STUDY - WESTPORT
With the availability of information on damage to West Coast houses during the 1968 Inangahua
earthquake, towns on the Coast were seen as a good test of the microtremor method. Microtremor
surveys were carried out in Westport and Greymouth (Davenport & Stephenson, 2004). The details for
Westport only are presented here.
4.1 Microtremor site measurments
In Westport, thirty seven microtremor recording sites (W01-W37) were chosen. The basis of the
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choice was to select sites generally at street intersections for easy access and at roughly 300 to 400
metres spacing. Additional “fill-in” sites were also selected where surface geology changed. The
locations of the recording sites are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2.
Microtremors were recorded at each of the sites using a seismometer (Mark Products model L4C-3D)
which sensed the ground velocity along each of three axes, producing voltages which were recorded
by an EARSS seismograph (Gledhill et al, 1991) at a rate of 100 samples per second. The seismometer
had a nominal natural frequency of 1 Hz, and a nominal damping of 67% of critical. At each location
the seismometer was oriented to magnetic north so that any future analysis could incorporate direction
dependence, although the present study treats the horizontal vibrations as azimuth-independent.
The seismometer was generally placed on a concrete or tar-sealed surface, but in cases where only
grass or soft surface soil was available a movable concrete pad was used as a foundation to remove
any resonance involving the seismometer and the ground. Recordings were made for a minimum of 20
minutes. This provided for two separate recording periods of ten minutes each which could be
analysed separately and compared to check consistency.
4.2 Microtremor data analysis
The collected microtremor data for each site was processed as follows:
• The 20 minutes of recorded data at each site was split into two 10 minute segments which
were separately processed. Each of the 10 minute segments of data was extracted into separate
files, each containing 40 seconds of data producing 15 files for each of the three directions of
recording (two horizontal and one vertical). This gave a total of 45 files for each 10 minute
segment of recording. Each of these small files was filtered in the time domain by enforcing
an 8 second half-sinusoid run-in and run-out characteristic at its beginning and end, with the
central 24 seconds remaining unaltered. This procedure removes the spurious spectral peaks
which would originate from the implicit rectangular window applied to the continuous raw
data. Each file then had a series of zeroes appended in order both to avoid wrap-around effects
and to provide a series length of an integral power of two, for correct use of a fast Fourier
transform algorithm at the next stage.
• The Fourier transform was computed for each of the 45 files, thus moving all data into the frequency domain.
• All spectral data was summed separately for the 30 horizontal, and then for the 15 vertical
segments of data. These summations were performed in a conventional root-mean-square
method by squaring the real and imaginary parts and summing, for each frequency, independently, the two vertical and four horizontal spectral coefficients. The square root was extracted
for vertical and for horizontal motion at each frequency.
• The ratio of horizontal to vertical motion was calculated at each frequency.
• The spectral ratio data was smoothed by passing a nine-point binomial filter over the data
twice. The filter weights were 1, 8, 28, 56, 70, 56, 28, 8 and 1. The resultant quasi spectral
transfer ratio data was written to a file for each site and also presented in a graph plot. Two
lines, solid and dotted, are plotted. These are derived from the two separate 10 minute segments of data recorded at each site and are to assure adequate replication and consistency.
The plots of the quasi spectral ratio for some selected sites are given in Figure 3.
4.3 Microtremor plot interpretation
The Nakamura plots were inspected and classified according to the shape of the spectra. Having
inspected hundreds of HVSR plots, patterns have been noticed and there is some confidence that
interpretation can be made about some of the sites in this study. It is important to avoid any attempted
over-interpretation of the plots.
Except for the town it was in, the specific location of a recording site was not given to the analyst
before processing and interpretation. This was to prevent bias, due to prior knowledge and beliefs
about specific parts of the town, when interpreting the results.
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A consistent feature of all the Westport sites is a peak at 0.3Hz. It is difficult to attach any significance
to this peak, but it is possibly due to a thick layer of something like gravel, underlying the whole area.
One feature of layered sites with abrupt interfaces is a ratio spectrum which has a peak (at the layer
frequency), followed by a trough at roughly twice that frequency, and generally low values at high
frequencies. Note that when identifying a peak/trough spectrum, hence a layered structure, it never
approaches the classic clear cases seen for Wainuiomata, Porirua, St Kilda or some overseas locations
like Acapulco, Marina (San Francisco), and Mexico City. The West Coast results show much smaller
site effects than those mentioned. This peak/trough behaviour is seen at sites:
• W07, W08, W09, W23, and W30.
There can be reasons why layered sites may not behave in this way. Worse, plots have been seen (from
Wainuiomata) where a soil site has a peak/trough ratio spectrum, but the site consistently does not
amplify shaking.
The alternative is that a rock or stiff site usually has a ratio plot that is flat with a value of about 1.
Westport has none of these, but this pattern form is seen at sites in Greymouth.
That leaves the other sites where it is difficult to make definitive comments. However, some additional
tentative assignments are as follows:
• W01, W10, W13, W25, W27 and W31 may be soft layered sites.
• W16, W19 and W34 may be stiff sites.
In addition it is worth commenting that
• W12, W14, W17, W18, W22, W32, W33, and W36 are similar in their response.
• W02, W03, W04, W05, W06, and W11 have HVSR curves which could indicate a thin surface layer over a stiff layer, in turn over a deeper structure that has a frequency of around 1Hz.
The curves are similar to the one for Nelson Park, Napier.
Colour codes were used to indicate the relevant shape characteristics and this is shown in the plots in
Figure 3, in Table 1 and on the map in Figure 2.
• Soft layer (purple)
• Possible soft layer (yellow)
• Stiff site (green)
• Possible stiff site (blue)
• Similar sites (orange)
• Un-interpretable sites (no colour marking)
As noted above, all the interpretations for Westport were made “blind”. Some knowledge of proximity
could help with interpretation where a “possible” site is near to a “confirmed” site. An example of this
is that W10 could be shifted to “soft layer” on the grounds that it is near to the confirmed sites W07,
W08 and W09, and the peak and possible trough frequencies are similar for these locations, where
W10 presumably shows the effect of the sediment thinning.
5 CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions from this study are:
•

Ambient or background ground vibrations recorded on a portable seismograph and processed
using the Nakamura method sometimes enables the potential resonance at a site to be
evaluated.

•

The value of the Nakamura technique is that data on site response can be quickly gathered in
the field, and analyzed to economically assess the resonant characteristics of a large number of
sites.

•

The flexibility of the technique allows it to be used as a screening technique to identify which
areas may or may not be susceptible to the amplification of strong ground shaking.
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•

The Nakamura method provides a reasonable estimate of the natural frequency of a resonant
site, and a rough estimate of the amplification, provided that the local geology is simple.

•

The Nakamura method will usually locate highly resonant areas where a widespread uniform
soft or weak layer has an abrupt interface with firmer material.

•

There is only one point of general consensus about the interpretation of Nakamura’s ratios – a
single sharp peak in the HVSR will be at the site frequency.

•

The quality of the data is good and allows the frequency/period of amplified ground shaking
for Westport to be determined with some confidence.

•

There appears to be no relationship between the surface geology and the type of site evaluated
by using Nakamura’s technique.

Comparison of the microtremor results and observed damage during the 1968 Inangahua earthquake
has yet to be carried out.
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Table 1: Location and interpretation of Nakamura Sites in Westport
Site

Location

Classification

Colour code

W01

cnr Forbes & Coates

Possible soft layer

Yellow

W02

Coates, opp pony club

Un-interpretable

W03

Shellswell, near cnr Derby

Un-interpretable

W04

Shellswell, opp no 34

Un-interpretable

W05

race track, east side, near marker "6"

Un-interpretable

W06

race track, north west end, adj stables

Un-interpretable

W07

cnr Balfour & Peel

Soft layer

Purple

W08

Russell (end), cnr Gladstone

Soft layer

Purple

W09

Walibi (west end)

Soft layer

Purple

W10

cnr Queen & Bright

Possible soft layer

Yellow

W11

race track, south west end, adj school

Un-interpretable

W12

cnr Bright & Romily

Similar sites

Brown

W13

Orowiti, east of Domett

Possible soft layer

Yellow

W14

Cobden, adj hospital

Similar sites

Brown

W15

cnr Derby & Packington

Similar sites

Brown

W16

cnr Peel & Packington

Possible stiff site

Blue

W17

cnr Palmerston & Nelson

Similar sites

Brown

W18

Lyndhurst, west end

Similar sites

Brown

W19

Lyndhurst, east of Queen

Possible stiff site

Blue

W20

Henley, adj no 78, east of Domett

Un-interpretable

W21

cnr Domett & Abattoir

Un-interpretable

W22

Queen, adj no 183, near Stafford

Similar sites

Brown

W23

cnr Roebuck & Menzies

Soft layer

Purple

W24

Peel, adj no 175, south end

Un-interpretable

W25

Webb, south end, adj rail

Possible soft layer

W26

Haselden, opp Bentham

Un-interpretable

W27

cnr Derby & Lyndhurst

Possible soft layer

W28

cnr Derby & Wakefield

Un-interpretable

W29

cnr Wakefield & Queen

Un-interpretable

W30

cnr Wakefield & Aderly

Soft layer

Purple

W31

Brougham, east of Domett

Possible soft layer

Yellow

W32

Larson, near Domett

Similar sites

Brown

W33

cnr Mill & Romilly

Similar sites

Brown

W34

cnr Fonblanque & Queen

Possible stiff site

Blue

W35

cnr Bentham & Russell

Un-interpretable

W36

cnr Adderly & Fonblanque

Similar sites

W37

Esplanade, opp Bentham

Un-interpretable
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Figure 1: Map of Westport developed from geology of Suggate and Wood (1979).
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Figure 2: Map of Westport showing location of Nakamura sites W01 to W37 and the interpretation of
the microtremor analysis. Refer to text and Table 1 for interpretation and colour codes.
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Figure 3: Plots of Horizontal to Vertical Spectral Ratio (HVSR) for some Westport sites (W07 to W12
selected). Refer to text, Table 1 and Figure 2 for interpretation and colour codes.
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